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Abstract

This paperquantifiessomeof theeffectsof "lossy" audiocompressionon basicacousticspeechanalysisproceduresby
comparing original audio-CD speechrecordings to compressed/decompressedversions of these recordings.The
differencesfoundarebenchmarkedagainsttheeffectsof a changeof microphone.Testedarea SonyMinidisc Walkman
recorderandtwo audiocompressioncodecs:OggVorbis 1.0rc3andLAME 3.92(MP3), with 3 bit rates:40, 80 (Ogg
Vorbis), and192 kbs (MP3). Thesearetestedagainstpitch andformantextractionandspectralcenterof gravity (i.e.,
first spectralmoment).Audio compressionaddedonly a limited amountof "jump errors" (

�
3%) to vowel pitch and

formant measurements.Only small systematiceffects on measurementswere found that could be attributed to
compression.However,rather large systematiceffectsresultedfrom a switch of microphone,mostly on the spectral
centerof gravity. The audiocompressionalgorithmsintroduceda Root-Mean-Square(RMS) error,after removingjump
errors,of lessthan1 semitoneto vowel mid-pointpitch, formant,andCoGmeasurements.Theeffectof themicrophone
changeon RMS error was as large, i.e., for pitch, or larger, i.e., >1.2 semitonesfor formantsand centerof gravity.
Comparisonof the pitch in sonorantsandthe spectralcenterof gravity measurementsin continuantsshowedthat here
too, theRMS errorsintroducedby theaudiocompressionwerealwayslessthan1 semitone,exceptfor thelowestbit-rate,
40 kbs, where CoG errors exploded in vowel-like consonants and fricatives (> 2 semitones). The size of the errors shows
aneffectof compressionfactor (bit-rate). Thehigherbit-rateencodingsalwayshadsmallerRMS errors,exceptfor pitch
measurementswhere there was no effect of encodingor bit-rate whatsoever.When audio compressionis applied
repeatedly,e.g.,during recording,distribution,andarchiving,the weakestlink determinesthe total RMS error for pitch
andformantmeasurements.However,thetotal RMS errorof theCoGmeasurementsis thesumof thecomponenterrors.
It is concludedthatMinidisc recordingsandcompressedspeechof bit-ratesfrom 80 kbsandup canbeusedfor acoustic
speechanalysisif anincreasedRMS errorof up to 1 semitoneis acceptable.A low bit-rateencodingof 40 kbsintroduces
markedlylargererrorsin formantmeasurementsandmustbe consideredunsuitablefor whole-spectrummeasurements
like the CoG. Repeatedly compressed speech is still useful for pitch and formant measurments, but whole spectrum (e.g.,
CoG) measurements should only be used with care.

1. Introduction

High quality "lossy" audiocompressionhasrevolutionizedthe distributionandstorageof music.It could do the same
for speechcorpora.What is slowing down this revolution is uncertaintyaboutthe reliability of speechanalysistools
whenusedon decompressedspeech.Potentialusersfear thatcompressioncould introduceartifactsor biasesin acoustic
analysisresults.This paperwill try to quantify theeffectsof threepopularcompressionalgorithmswith respectto basic
analysis types: Pitch and Formant extraction and spectral center of gravity (CoG, first spectral moment) determination.

A rangeof softwarehasbecomeavailablethat can compresssoundrecordingsefficiently at very high perceptual
quality. Cheap,robust,and light-weight equipmentbasedon this softwareis now availablefor making high quality
recordings.The bestknowndevicetodayis the SonyMinidisc. But similar high-qualitydevicesbasedon MP3 or Ogg
Vorbiscompressionstandardsarebecomingavailable.As a result,manyprojectsthat recordspeechin naturalsituations
haveused,or plan to use,SonyMinidisc equipmentto recordspeech.Examplesarethe SpokenDutch Corpus(CGN,
Oostdijket al., 2002;c.f., http://lands.let.kun.nl/cgn/ehome.htm) andthecollectionof expressivespeechby theJapanese
JST/CRESTESPProject(c.f., Campbell,2002a& b). The Sony Minidisc is an almost ideal devicefor such"field"
recordings.It is cheap,small, light-weighted,andcanrun on standardbatteries.Moreover,it canbecarriedaroundand
operated by volunteers in everyday situations without the need for technical assistance. 

Thecompressionalgorithmusedin the SonyMinidisc, ATRAC3, is oneof a classof lossycompressionalgorithms
that removeredundantinformationfrom the soundspectrumaccordingto a psycho-acousticmodelof humanhearing.
Two otherpopularstandardsin this classof algorithmsareMP3 (Mpeg-1 layer 3) andOgg Vorbis. Perceptually,the
decompressed audio of all these algorithms is of very high quality. Naive listeners are often unable to hear the difference
betweendecompressedandoriginal sounds.However,commonspeechanalysisalgorithmsarenot basedon a modelof
humanspeechrecognition,but on a (simplified acoustic)modelof speechproduction. Therefore,it is very well possible
that the compressionalgorithmsremove spectro-temporal information that is irrelevant for speechperception,but
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importantfor analysis.Thestructureof the compressionalgorithmsis suchthat their effectson specificclasses
of sounds cannot be predicted reliably from the specifications. An evaluation needs real examples.

Currentspeechcoporacan contain~1000hoursof speech,correspondingto ~100GBof data(at 16 kHz
sampling). Such a corpus would need up to 200 CD-ROMS or 20 DVD's for distribution. Widespread
distributionover the internetof suchcorporais currentlyout of the question.The constructionanddistribution
of thesecorporawould benefitenormouslyif speechcouldberecordedanddistributedin a compressedformat
without losing its (acoustic)usefulness.Recently,Campbell(2002aandb) found that the differencesbetween
uncompressedDAT and compressed/decompressedSony Minidisc recordingswere clearly visible in the
spectrum.But he concludedthat the consequencesfor the determinationof pitch, formants, and glottal
parametersseemedto be limited. GonzalezandCervera(2001)andGonzaleset al. (in preparation)did an in-
depthevaluationof the effectsof MP3 compressionon the LTAS andon 29 voice quality parameters,using
specialistequipment, at different encodingbit-rates.They found that MP3 compressionat bit-ratesof 96 kbs
andhigherdid not affect the fidelity of neitherthe LTAS nor the voice parameters.At bit ratesof 64 kbs and
lower, someof their parametersbecamedistortedanddifferencesbecamevisible in the LTAS below 12 kHz.
However, there is currently still little quantitativeinformation about the effects of different compression
methods on standard pitch, formant, and whole spectrum measurements from large samples of running speech.

The current paper tries to quantify the differencesin measurementsbetweenoriginal audio-CD quality
recordingsandcompressed/decompressedspeech.This studyis limited to themeasurementof Pitch,Formants,
and spectralCenter of Gravity (first spectralmoment) using standardanalysisalgorithms from the praat
program.Threecompressionalgorithmsweretested:a SonyMinidisc Walkmandevice,MP3, andOggVorbis.
To evaluatethe importanceof any observeddifferences,a yardstickof acceptabledifferencesis needed.Pitch
andformantextractionalgorithmsareinfamousfor their,moreor lessrandom,errors.Therefore,a considerable
amountof differencesis expectedin theanalysisof anytwo separaterecordingsof eventhesameutterance.For
thecurrentevaluation,thedifferencesin measurementvaluesthatresultfrom switchingfrom a fixed condenser
microphoneto a head-mounteddynamicmicrophoneareusedasa yardstick.The choiceof microphonevaries
widely betweenprojects but any effect of this choice on the measuredquantities can be considereda
measurementerror. Therefore,the differencedue to microphonechoice indicatesthe minimum uncertainty
alreadypresentin the analysis.If the effectsof compressionare small comparedto the effectsof changing
microphones, they can be considered acceptable for most applications.

2. Methods

2.1 Speech Material

125 segmentedandlabeledsentenceswereselectedfrom the Dutch IFA corpus(Van Sonet al., 2001).These
wereall segmentedandlabeledrecordingsof readingsof a Dutchversionof "TheNorth wind andtheSun"and
retoldversionsof this story.Recordingsof all 8 speakers,4 maleand4 female,in theIFAcorpuswereused.The
numberof sentencesvaried per speakeras not all sentencesin the original recordingswere segmentedand
labeled. The ages of the speakers ranged from 15 to 66 years-of-age.

All sentenceswererecordeddirectly onaudio-CDwith a fixed HF condensermicrophone(SennheiserMKH
105) and a head-mounteddynamic microphone(Shure SM10A) in parallel (2-channelrecordings).Both
versionswere used in this comparison,bringing the total number of files to 250. In this paper we will
concentrateon the resultsfor the HF condensermicrophone.However,we will note the differenceswith the
dynamic microphone in the text.

2.2 Compression/decompression

2.2.1 Sony Minidisc Walkman

Sentenceswererecordeddigitally, usingthe optical line-in plug, from the computerto a SonyWalkmanMZ-
R909 which uses the ATRAC3 compressionalgorithm. Recordingswere done in Mono at the standard
(unspecified)bit-rate.Sentenceswereplayedto the SonyWalkmanwith shortpausesbetweenthe individual
files. Eachsoundfile wasprecededandfollowed by a 200 msfirst ordergammatoneof 1 or 2 kHz (afterand
before,respectively).These"beep"soundswerelaterusedto automaticallyextractthetargetsentencesfrom the
recordings.As eachtarget sentenceis embeddedin at least 500 ms of contextualspeech,surroundingthe
sentencesby gamma-toneswill not influencethe encodingof the targetsentencesby the recorder.As the MZ-
R909hasno digital line-out (c.f., Campbell,2002a),theSonyMinidisc Walkmanrecordingswereplayedback
in analogueform directly to a Philips CD-audio recorder(i.e., 44.1 kHz and 16 bit linear). This audio cd
recordingwasthentransferedto thecomputerin digital form. Two specialpraat scriptssegmentedthecomplete
recordingon the gamma-tonesand alignedthe fragmentsto the original soundfiles (seesections2.3, 7 and
Appendix for resources).

2.2.2. Compression software

All manipulationswere done on a PC running Linux (Red Hat 7.2). All sentenceswere compressedand
decompressedwith the LAME 3.92 MP3 codecand the Ogg Vorbis 1.0rc3codec.Programsfor both codecs
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were downloaded from the internet shortly before conversions (June 2002, see section 7). The aim was to
determine whether standard compression software could be used safely for field recordings, storage, and
distribution of recordings. Given the sheer complexity and number of options for each codec, only intuitively
obvious standard options were considered. For both programs the default settings were used, except that for
MP3 the predefined high quality option was used (--preset cd for LAME) and two sets of Ogg Vorbis
encodings were used, the default and one with a low average bit-rate of 40 kbs (-b 40). This resulted in a 192
kbs constant bit-rate encoding for the LAME codec and two, approximately 80 kbs and 40 kbs, variable bit rate
encodings for the Ogg Vorbis codec. These settings corresponded to actual compression factors of 3.46, 8.30,
and 15.54, respectively (i.e., the effective bit rates were: 204, 85, and 45 kbs, respectively).

The command lines used for compression/decompression were (Linux Bash shell):
LAME 3.92 (using the notlame program)
>notlame -h -m m --preset cd --quiet <filenameIn> - \
 | notlame -h --silent --mp3input --decode - <filenameOut>

Ogg Vorbis 1.0rc3 (using the oggenc and ogg123 programs)

80 kbs 
>oggenc -Q <filenameIn> -o - | ogg123 -q -d wav -f <filenameOut> -

40 kbs
>oggenc -b 40 -Q <filenameIn> -o - | ogg123 -q -d wav -f <filenameOut> -

2.3 Alignment

To be able to compare original and decompressed recordings, it is paramount that the files are aligned as
accurately as possible. Therefore, for all decompressed sentences the alignment with the original sentences was
checked. Alignment was tested using praat by down-sampling the files to 4 kHz and subsequently performing a
cross-correlation between original and decompressed files with lags from -200 ms to +200 ms. The lag of the
maximal peak is considered to be the overall time-shift. This same method was used to align the Sony Minidisc
Walkman recordings to the original files. For the Ogg Vorbis encoded files (both rates), the absolute lag was
always less than 0.01 ms (sd=0.001) ms. For the LAME MP3 encoded speech, the absolute lag was less than
0.27 ms with a systematic average shift of 0.13 ms (sd=0.12ms). It seems that the MP3 decoder added some
zero values before the real recordings (this is a documented problem). The Sony Minidisc Walkman recordings
showed an absolute lag after alignment of less than 0.6 ms with a systematic average shift of 0.19 ms (sd=0.12
ms).

2.4 Analysis

All speech files (original and decompressed) were analyzed with the praat program (v. 4.0.16). For each file,
the pitch (F0), formants (F1-F3), and spectral Center of Gravity (CoG, first spectral moment) were calculated
using the default settings of praat, emulating a "naive" user. However, the analysis window step size was set to
1 ms for better alignment (see appendix). This means that the pitch was calculated using the autocorrelation
method (simple option) and formants using the Burg algorithm The CoG was calculated using a special script,
not the praat command of this name. Measurements were always done at phoneme mid-points. Formants are
best defined inside vowels. Therefore, formant values were only measured for vowels.

3. Results

The frequency values for F0-F3 and CoG cover a range from 100 Hz to over 3 kHz and their variances scale with
these frequencies. To be able to compare differences in a meaningful way, all values were recalculated to
semitones (12*Log2(frequency)). This way, all variances are of the same order. For Sony Minidisc and the 80
and 192 kbs encodings, there were no systematic (average) differences between the pitch and formant analysis
results for the original recordings and the compressed speech (<0.04 semitones for vowels). The differences for
the CoG were somewhat larger (<0.15 semitones). However, at the low, 40 kbs, bit-rate encoding, there were
systematic differences in the order of 0.1 semitones for F2 and F3 and up to 0.5 semitones for CoG. A switch of
microphones did induce a consistent shift of <0.2 semitones in the formant values and an even larger shift in the
center of gravity values (up to 5 semitones).

3.1 Jump errors

Both pitch and formant extraction are known for the occurrence of "jump" errors where measured pitch and
formant tracks contain large discontinuities. For pitch measurements, these jumps are generally octave errors,
where the algorithm suddenly selects a different (sub-)harmonic as the F0. For formant tracks, a spurious
formant can be added, e.g., the F0, or a formant can be missed. As a result, the formants are labeled incorrectly,
e.g., F2 can end up as F1 or F3. If the compression algorithms would introduce large numbers of jumps, this
would invalidate their use. The spectral center of gravity (spectral first moment) does not show any preference
for "jumps" (not shown). Figure 1 gives the number of differences larger than 9 semitones for F0-F3 in vowels.
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This jump size was a compromise between removing outliers that are clearly not on the same harmonic or
formant track and losing too many observations. Although we do not know which file contains the erroneous
jump, the original or the decompressed, a sizable number of such large differences is unwanted. It is clear that
the number of these differences due to the compression is of the same order (F0 and F3) or considerably smaller
(F1 and F2) than that due to a switch of microphone. Note the low number of formant "jump" differences for the
high bitrate MP3 encoding.

3.2 Differences between original and decompressed vowels

Systematic differences between original and (de-)compressed speech proved to be very small for pitch and
formants, and somewhat larger for the CoG (not shown). There were considerable systematic differences
between the microphones. Most studies on phonetics use relative instead of absolute frequency values, and
would not be impacted by (small) systematic shifts. Therefore, systematic effects will be ignored here and the
standard deviation (spread) of the differences can be interpreted as the Root-Mean-Square error (RMS error)
introduced by the compression (or microphone change). 

When the differences are not corrected for jump errors (see previous section), the RMS error tends to be rather
high, around 2 semitones and more. However, pitch and formant jumps are clear errors that have to be corrected
or removed, often by hand, to make pitch and formant values useful. Using the pitch smoothing and formant
tracking options in praat did not improve the situation (not shown). Therefore, it was decided to treat large (>9
semitone) differences in F0-F3, but not CoG, as outliers and remove them from the calculations. The effect of
this on the sample sizes is small (<3%, see Figure 1). However, the effects on the RMS errors are large. 

In Figure 2, the RMS error in vowels introduced by a microphone change and audio compression are
displayed in semitones, after removing all differences larger than 9 semitones for pitch and formants (but not
Center of Gravity). It is clear that 9 semitones constitute more than 10 standard deviations for these vowel
measurements (RMS error = standard deviation), so we can indeed consider them as outliers. The effects of using
decompressed speech instead of the original recordings introduces an RMS error of around 0.7 semitones for all
but the 40 kbs encodings, which corresponds to a 4% difference in linear frequency. The 40 kbs compression
introduced larger RMS errors of up to 1 semitone. Except for the F0, the effect of switching microphones is
considerably larger (RMS error > 1.2 semitones, i.e., > 7%).

3.3 Other phonemes

The previous results were obtained for vowels only. Figure 3 shows the RMS error for pitch measurements on
broad sonorant classes (excluding "jump" differences). Figure 4 does the same for the CoG for all continuants
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Figure 1. Number of large jumps, i.e., differences > 9
semitones, in the difference between original HF
condenser microphone recordings and either
dynamic microphone recordings (microphone
change) or decompressed recordings. Midpoint
values from N=2415 vowel realizations from 8
speakers recorded from text reading and a retold
story.
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(but now including all differences). Figure 3 clearly shows that for pitch extraction, all compression algorithms
are indistinguishable and switching microphones is only marginally different. The RMS errors found in the low
bit-rate (40 kbs) encoding are indistinguishable from those found in the high (192 kbs) encoding. 

The picture is different for the CoG. For all phonemes studied, both switching microphones and using low
bit-rate encodings introduced large errors in CoG values, i.e., >3 and up to 2.5 semitones, respectively. These
large errors in the CoG indicate a large difference in spectral shape, most likely on the high frequency side. On
the whole, the RMS error tends to be largest for vowel-like consonants and smallest for nasals (<0.4 semitones for
both pitch and CoG).

3.4 Differences between microphones

The spectral characteristics of the HF condenser microphone were better than those of the head-mounted
dynamic microphone. The dynamic microphone was considerably less sensitive at low and high frequencies.
The RMS error introduced by the compression was systematically larger for the dynamic microphone, by up to
0.2 semitones, for all analysis types. Exceptions were the F3 measurements, which were indistinguishable, and
the center of gravity measurements with the Sony Minidisc which had a considerably larger error (by up to 0.7
semitones).

3.5 Compression cascades

If audio compression is going to be used in the collection and dissemination of corpora, each recording is going
to be compressed/decompressed several times during its lifetime. A typical chain of compression would be:
recording, transmission/distribution, and archiving. Each step is likely to use different bit-rates and codecs.
Figure 5 gives the results from such a cascade of compression. It contains the RMS errors introduced by recording
on Sony Minidisc followed by compression/decompression with Ogg Vorbis at 80 kbs and MP3 at 192 kbs.

For The F0-F3 analysis, the compression codecs behave almost ideal, the RMS error is indistinguishable from
that of the weakest link in the cascade (the Minidisc). However, the CoG displays a worst case behavior. The
RMS error of the CoG is the sum of the RMS errors of the three codecs used. This indicates that the codecs are
correlated with respect to the CoG. Each codec moves the CoG value of a sound in the same direction as the
others.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

Note that this study was not intended to be a consumer test compression benchmark The choice of recording
device or compression codec depends on practical considerations like price, availability, and technical
specifications, but also on licensing terms and maintainability. For instance, MP3 codecs contain patented
technology that has to be licensed, although the free LAME codec seems to be tolerated for now§. The LAME
and Ogg Vorbis codecs were chosen for this study because they belong to the best codecs available and are both
Open Source. The fact that codecs are Open Source is relevant for "grass-roots" initiatives in small language
communities as these often lack the resources needed to obtain and support licensed codecs, as well as for
corpus collection as it allows version management on different platforms over the lifetime of the corpus.

Before going into more detail, the limits of this paper must be stressed. This study is based on clean
laboratory speech, recorded on audio-CD under quiet conditions. Furthermore, all measurements were done in
the mid-points of continuant phonemes. Measurements of speech transients or using noisy recordings remain
untested. In transients, e.g., vowel onsets, release bursts, or affricates, the compression algorithms will change
the duration (window-length) of the compression frames and reduce the effective bit-rate for spectral modeling.
This might be an explanation for the high RMS error in (dynamic) vowel-like phonemes. In a noisy environment,
bits will be allocated to modeling the noises faithfully, reducing the bit-rate available for the speech. There are
other, more complex effects of noise on the encoding. To conclude, both transients and noisy speech could in
principle deteriorate measurements more than would be expected from this paper. This study is only a proof of
principle about the use of acoustic analysis on compressed speech, it is not exhaustive on the limits of
applicability.

The effects of the compression algorithms and the choice of microphone on the acoustic analysis procedures
used can be divided into three classes of errors. First, large jump errors can be introduced in the pitch and
formant extractions if the compression causes the analysis algorithms used to pick a different (sub-)harmonic or
to miscount spectral peaks, respectively. Figure 1 shows that this occurs in less than 3% of all vowels (4% for
the microphone switch). For many purposes, this is an acceptable number. Second, a systematic shift in the

§ MP3 decoders can be distributed free of charge, encoders have to be licensed wherever the patent is valid.
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measured values can be introduced. The compression codecs introduced no shift in pitch or formant
measurements and a small shift (<0.15 semitones) in CoG values. The choice of microphone proved to induce a
small shift in the formant values (<0.2 semitones) but a large shift in the CoG values (up to 5 semitones). Third,
any change in the spectrum of the sound will add a kind of random noise to the measurements. I will, quite
arbitrarily, claim that the original recordings are "correct", and any difference is an error. Figures 2-4 show that
the RMS error is consistently less than 1 semitone for pitch, formant, and CoG measurements using recordings
from the HF condenser microphone and compression bit-rates of 80 kbs and more. The errors were largest for
vowel-like consonants and fricatives (up to 1 semitone), smallest for nasals (<0.3 semitones), and in between for
vowels (<0.7 semitones). The effect of the choice of microphone is generally much larger, and never smaller.
For the low bit-rate encoding (40 kbs) it showed that there was no difference with higher bit-rates for pitch
measurements. However, both formants and, especially, CoG showed larger errors as a result of the low bit-rate
compression (up to 1 and 2.5 semitones, respectively). 

The picture becomes more complicated when cascades of codecs are used. A very common chain of actions
would be: Recording on a Minidisc, transmission/distribution using medium bit-rate compression, and archiving
using high bit-rate compression. Figure 5 shows the result of simulating such a cascade. For pitch and formant
measurements, the weakest link (Sony Minidisc in this example) determines the total RMS error. However, for
CoG measurements the total RMS error is the sum of the component RMS errors. As the file formats are
incompatible, this problem cannot be solved by a direct translation, i.e., without decompression, between
encodings. However, even a partial translation, e.g., at the spectral level, would be beneficial. Such partial
translaters are not available today, but they might be worthwhile for large speech archives that intend to store
speech in a compressed format.

To conclude, from this study it emerges that decompressed speech that has been handled by any of the
"lossy" compression algorithms discussed can indeed be used for acoustic analysis. Except for the lowest bit-
rate, 40 kbs, the RMS errors introduced by the audio compression were less than 1 semitone, which corresponds
to a change of less than 6%. For vowels and nasals the errors were even smaller, with RMS errors of less than 0.7
and 0.3 semitones, respectively (i.e., <4% and <2%). And even at the low bit-rate of 40 kbs, only the CoG
measurements were strongly affected. Therefore, for measurements that can tolerate RMS errors of up to 1
semitone, the use of lossy compression would be acceptable. If needed, RMS errors of formant and CoG
measurements can be reduced by increasing the bit-rate of the compression. Repeatedly compressed speech can
still be used for pitch and formant measurements. However, it should only be used with care for whole spectrum
methods like CoG. 
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Appendix: Core praat 4.0 scripts

The speech files and scripts, including the perl programs that manage the bulk file conversions, can be found at
http://145.18.230.99/corpus/home/Compress.html (also accessible over the official IFAcorpus site). All files are
published under the GNU GPL, including the no warranty clause.

Core scripts used to generate the analysis files. They assume that the file to analyze is already a selected praat
object. The result still has to be written to file.

Create pitch tier:

Rename... Label
select Sound Label
To Pitch... 0.001 75 600
Rename... Pitch
select Pitch Pitch
Down to PitchTier
Rename... PitchTier

Create formant tracks:

Rename... Label
select Sound Label
To Formant (burg)... 0.001 5 5500 0.025 50
Rename... Formants
Down to FormantTier
Down to TableOfReal... yes no
Remove column (index)... 6
Remove column (index)... 5
select TableOfReal Formants

Create spectral Center of Gravity tiers:

Rename... Label
select Sound Label
To Spectrogram... 0.025 16000 0.001 10 Gaussian
select Spectrogram Label
To Matrix
Rename... FE
select Spectrogram Label
Remove
select Matrix FE
Copy... E

select Matrix FE
Formula... if(row>1) then self*y+self[row-1,col] else self*y fi
To Sound (slice)... -1
select Matrix FE
Remove

select Matrix E
Formula... if(row>1) then self+self[row-1,col] else self fi
To Sound (slice)... -1
select Matrix E
Remove

select Sound FE
Rename... CoG
Formula... 12*log2(self/Sound_E[row,col])
select Sound E
Remove

select Sound CoG
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